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About This Game

Hover Havoc is an action-packed pickup ‘n’ play party brawler, for up to four players.

Float like a hovercraft, sting like a bee… as you and up to three of your friends (or enemies), engage in a Battle Royal.
Deploy collected power ups with critical timing in order to battle, bump and bounce your opponents from trap-filled arenas into

oblivion. Knockouts mean points and points mean victory! Drift through a multitude of arenas in a blur of hover-fuelled
rampage... as you revel with nostalgic delight in this quintessential retro arcade party player!

Features include:

Up to 4 player (local multiplayer) gameplay = 4x the fun!

7 crazy / original power ups.

7 world arenas in which to battle for dominance.

Hover Havoc was created by Canalside Studios (@ Huddersfield University); the team are Jake Brown, Maxim Zazulak,
Daniel Schofield, Marcus Nichols (Art), Liam Forde, Steven Hunter, Parampal Singh, Nick Chilvers (Programming) and Will

Savin (Sound Design/Composition)
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Title: Hover Havoc
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Racing
Developer:
Canalside Studios
Publisher:
University of Huddersfield Enterprises Ltd
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual-Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3 1GB VRAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Didn't really play this very long, but I don't think this game quite merits $10.00 There's just not enough content for me to justify
it. It is mainly you just bumping each off the edge repeatedly over and over. I just got bored pretty quick. It's a fun game if you
want to kill some time with friends, but I don't think it's something that will keep 4 people entertained locally long. Weapons,
from what I played with were all the same. You could just technically just hold the throttle and try to knock someone off the
ledge without ever turning. Why not since it doesn't count against you. Good effort but I would wait for this to go on sale.. Ok,
bought this because seems to have a nice visual art, thus it reminds me 'Saucer summo' (minigame from Thrill Land for
playstation 2 as i've remember playing on my childhood).
It's kinda fun but needs more work, you pretty much listen to arena's music only, no bump sound or engine, powers-ups sounds
weird... It's enjoyable at least.
Nice detailed arenas and interactible like traps, domolishing pillars and nice power-ups
5\/10. Update 09\/10\/16
So they have added 'last man standing' mode which is great. The only issue is now that the controls are too difficult. If they fix
this issue it would be a really fun party game and worth porting to consoles.

Pros:
-Good visuals
-Fun power ups
-Awesome 4 player local play
-In general the game is very fun and I believe with a few tweaks the game would be great. If they had done an early access build
it would probably have been a great game on full release but there are still a few things that I and the people I played with don't
like.

Cons:
NOW FIXED (THEY ADDED LAST MAN STANDING' MODE) -Scoring system *the scoring system is based on how many
you kill, we all thought the game would be better if you had lives instead and had to stay alive, when we played this game it was
a case of constant kamakaze and not caring because it doesn't matter if you die* REPEAT THIS HAS BEEN FIXED
-Controls *this type of game obviously can't be played with keyboard and mouse so this is only reviewed using Xbox 360
controller and it still isn't perfect, none of us felt that had full control of the vehicle*

Verdict:
For now I will give it a thumbs up as if they allow you to select scoring system based on kills or based on deaths we would play
this a lot. And I think they could easily improve the controls. I hope the devs don't just leave this game to rot as it is a great idea
for a local co-op game. it's a fun game but needs some improvement, especially on how the cars behave on your inputs. I didn't
really feel I had full control of the cars and they're quite sensitive to turning.

I'd rate it 6\/10 for now.. Fun battle mode game, can be played locally with friends or against the AI.

Gameplay:

- 9 Different weapons to pick up from the boxes.

- 8 Different maps to choose from.

- 3 Different Game Modes, "Free For All" (Kill most enemies), "Last Man Standing" (Start with "X" lives and kill all you
opponents lives". "Hoarder" (Pick up gift boxes that appear on the ground to score points, get killed and you lose one point).

- The maps have different obstacles that appear.

Pros:
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- Good Graphics.

- Obstacles on the maps.

- Vehicle difficult to drive at first, but when you get used to it, it's fun.

Cons:

- No Online Multiplayer Support

If you enjoy the battle mode on Mario Kart or Sonic & All-Stars Racing Transformed, try this out.
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